2022 EAC THESIS AWARD
The Expatriate Archive Centre (EAC) Master’s
Thesis Award's aim is to celebrate and reward
talents who produce outstanding master’s theses
that help to further understand the impact of
expatriation on people’s lives.
Expatriates as a group tend to fall through the
cracks when it comes to being represented in
official government archives, as well as in global
migration studies. With this thesis award, we
support critical scholarship that endeavours to shift
and expand understanding of who an ‘expatriate’ is.
This year we ask that submissions engage with the
mission and objectives of the EAC.

EAC Mission
To collect and preserve the life stories of
expatriates worldwide for future research.

EAC Objectives
to curate and preserve unique source
material documenting the
experiences of expatriates of all
nationalities and backgrounds;
to establish a centre of excellence for
expatriation research;
to give the life stories of expatriates
their rightful place in global migration
history.

€500
PRIZE
The executive summary of the winning thesis
will be published online by the EAC and partners

Thesis Criteria
should relate to the EAC’s mission and
objectives;
must be written in English;
must be from the 2018–19, 2019–20, or
2020–21 academic year;
must has been awarded a mark of 8/10 or
more (or equivalent, e.g., 16/20 or more, or
an ‘A’);
the assessment criteria are the responsibility
of the master’s programmes themselves.

DEADLINE:
31 MARCH 2022

Application Process
Candidates must submit the following
documents in digital (PDF) format:
an EAC Thesis Award application
form;
an executive summary written by the
student (500 – 750 words) about the
thesis — to be potentially published and
promoted — that identifies the thesis’
potential scholarly contributions,
practical applications, and highlights
what sets the thesis apart from existing
studies;
the master’s thesis itself.

Assessment criteria of submitted theses
are the following:
originality and innovation (20%);
technical quality (10%);
composition (10%);
potential for contributing to the
stimulation of scholarly (e.g. theoretical,
methodological, etc.) perspectives
regarding the Award theme (30%);
potential for contributing to the
stimulation of practical engagement by
policy, industry and/or civil society
actors with the Award theme (30%).

By submitting an application, candidates agree to the following terms:
the copyrights of the thesis and thesis executive summary remain with the authors of
the thesis and the thesis executive summary;
partner organisations are permitted to feature the entered theses and summaries
under the condition that the authors are mentioned. The involved organisations are
not allowed to financially profit from the featuring of the theses;
the authors of the top five thesis applications each year consent to the EAC keeping a
(digital) copy of their thesis to be added to the EAC library;
the author(s) of the thesis protects the involved organisations of all claims on violation
of copyrights by third parties.

To apply, please send your complete application to welcome@xpatarchive.com.
If your files are larger than 10MB total, please send them via WeTransfer.com.
For more information, please visit xpatarchive.com.

Partner Organisations:
Families in Global Transition
DutchNews.nl

ACCESS Netherlands

TheHagueOnline

The International Metropolis Project

International Centre for Archival Research

